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Introduction
In this book you'll find the final assignment of the course
Visual Communication Design. This course is about
designing visual information. We (the students and us,
Maarten Wijntjes and Alex Visser) approached this
problem by studying how the eye and brain receive
visual input and how this input is transformed into
information. Thus, it is not be a standard graphic design
course. The main source of inspiration was the splendid
book titled "Visual Thinking for Design" by Colin Ware.
The main idea of the assignment was to make our own
version of the course book (Colin Ware). It is a
'Proceedings', which we take quite literally: we
performed experiments to broaden our knowledge on
visual communication design. Each group of about five
students contribute one chapter of 4 pages that narrates
their findings. Each project was inspired by the
assignment, which in turn are (loosely) based on each of
the first 8 chapters of Visual Thinking for Design. The
following chapters

Content
1: Eye tracking and visual consciousness
2:Visual pop-out in bike stalls
3) Text(ure) contrast
4) Colour harmony
5) Influence of cosmetics on 3D shape perception
6) Hybrid images
7) The visual narrative
8) Creative Sketching

1: Eye tracking and visual consciousness
Design of webpages and advertisements more and more rely
on eye tracking research. Also, automated computer scripts are
sometimes used to make ‘saliency maps’, that predict where
users look. However, the question is whether these studies and
models also predict what users are consciously aware of. Not
everything you look at enters your awareness, as is shown by
change blindness experiments.
You will investigate this issue by comparing existing eye
tracking data with a change blindness experiment. So you have
to find some pictures/designs with existing eye-tracking data.
For example those from Tilke Judd’s web page. I’ll supply your
group with some software to do the change blindness
experiments.
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VISUAL AWARENESS

PARTICIPANTS

HOW DISPOSITION ON POSTERS AFFECTS WHAT PEOPLE REMEMBER

PROBLEM

30

Businessman have to be
confinced about the product.
The students of the faculty of
TPM of TUDelft, fit the profile
of being business oriented.

INTERPRETATION

STIMULI
TITLE

TITLE

TITLE

TITLE

Title

Logo
Keywords

From theory, we know where people look, but we
do not know what they remember.

Context
picture

Product
picture

The message in a poster might not get to the target
group as the designer intended.

ELEMENTS
The message of a poster can change
from person to person depending on previous experiences [1].

Text

TITLE

TITLE

Four posters of two products are going to be design,
all the elements on the poster are going to be the
same, but the dispositions of these elements is going
to change in each poster.

PROCEDURE

TITLE

Each participant has observed a poster. After
observing the first poster, the particpant made
a sudoku for 1 minute to avoid that the
participant will rely on short-memory. After
making the sudoku the participant was asked
to draw out the poster and to write down in
keywords
and
sentences
what
they
remembered of the content of the poster.

HUMAN BRAIN
PRIMITIVE

1’

INTERMEDIATE

TITLE

1’

ANALYSIS
DRAWINGS
The order of drawing
was given a value

7 6 5 4 3 2
First
drawn

Last
drawn

Nothing
drawn

4
2
9
9

RATIONAL

3
4
6

EYE PATTERN
PHOTO
ILLUSTRATION

The eye follows a
common pattern
when reading. [3]

In poster design we can make use of the knowledge about
how the evolutionary psychology work, in order to give the
appropriate message to the viewer 2. In marketing they
make use of this all the time, for example: To link a soda to
the words sweet, they use sweet elements in the poster
(like a sweet looking girl). [1]

DOMINANT
HEADLINE

3,30,300” [6]
CENTER PRIOR
[1] Expert: Koos Eissen

People look at faces
even if they are not
human or you cannot
really see it. [4]
[5]

[3] Faulkes, Z. (2010). Better Posters. Retrieved 16 March, 2014, from
http://betterposters.blogspot.nl/2010/10/eye-tracking.html

The specific place on the poster and
the disposition of the elements related
to each other have influence on the
awareness of people
Remember
=
Awareness

[4] Judd, T., Ehinger, K. Durand, F., Torralba, A. (2009). Learning to Predict Where Humans Look.
Retrieved 16 March 2014, from. http://people.csail.mit.edu/tjudd/WherePeopleLook/index.html
[5] Poster Composition and Layout. (2008). Retrieved 16 March, 2014, from
http://web.simmons.edu/~benoit/lis470/readings/Poster%20Composition.pdf
[6] Stappers, P. J. (2013). Visualisation: Getting your point(s) across. Retrieved 16
March, 2014. Retrieved from Delft University of Technology, lecture conducted from Dfi
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[2] Cardoso, S.H. (2001). Transcending the Tribal Mind. Retrieved 16 March, 2014, from
http://www.cerebromente.org.br/n09/tribal_i.htm
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Poster 1 Poster 2 Poster 3

MEAN

MEAN

Written
text

TEXT

People look in the
center of a picture
because they
expect the
important subject
there. [4]

From all the
values of each
element of each
composition
(joining the two
products) was
calculated the
mean

MEAN

TEXT

RULE OF THUMB

TEASERS
AND
CUTLINES

8

What people draw
first they remember the best

Counting
keywords

57%

POSTER 1

THE CONTEXT PICTURE IN A POSTER IS THE MOST
REMEMBER ELEMENT DUE THAT THERE IS PEOPLE IN IT.

GENERAL

AWARENESS

People rmembered the
context picture the most.
This was the biggest.

According to eye tracking studies, people look for faces.

TITLE VS. LOGO

One participant
remembered the context
picture but he drew it on
top.

THE PARTICIPANTS DID NOT DRAW THE KEYWORDS,
BUT THEY WERE USED WHEN WRITING THE MESSAGE.
26%

53% TITLE

1

2

CHANGED NAME
WITH LOGO

3

53%

THE MOST REMEMBERED ELEMENTS ARE IN THE TOP
LEFT AND/OR ARE THE BIGGEST ONES.

WRONG
PLACE
WITH LOGO

This is due to the common reading pattern of the eye.

47%

32% NONE

POSTER 2

10% LOGO
3% BOTH

AWARENESS

People remember the
product picture the most.
This was the biggest
picture.

ORDER
1

POSTER

2

POSTER

3

POSTER
First
drawn

Two out of 5 participants
mixed up the logo and
name.

2

1

Last
drawn

3

53%

16%
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Of the participants could
remember all the
elements

80%

AWARENESS

People remember the
context picture the most.
This was the one that
was placed the highest.

20%

One participant
remembers both the
name of the title and the
logo.
One participant mixed up
the position of the logo
and the title.
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Being proper names are abstract concepts
and therefore harder to remember.

MEMORY

POSTER 3

THE TITLE AND THE LOGO COMPETED FOR ATTENTION,
MOST PEOPLE ONLY REMEMBERED ONE, BUT THEY
PLACED IT WHERE THE OTHER ONE WAS.

4

2

9

3

8
6

4
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2: Visual pop-out in bike stalls.
I often find myself completely lost when I'm looking for my
bike after arriving with the train at a station. Sometimes I have
my daughter's seat on the back, which makes it much more
easy. However, having this big seat only to locate a bike is way
too obtrusive.
You will try to solve this problem (locating your bike in the
crowd of other bikes) in a more subtle way. First, you have to
think about the features space that describes all visual
elements in a bike scene. Then you have to design and test
(using photos of your physical add-on, i.e. you have to take
photo's on the spot to use for experimentation, not
photoshop your solution in) whether users can find their bike
faster.

assignment 2: Visual pop-out
Tal Amram
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YES, YOU’VE PROBABLY SAID THIS MORE OFTEN THAN YOU WANTED
TO. IN OUR QUEST TO FIND INSIGHT AND A SOLUTION WE
RESEARCH, ANALYSE AND EXPERIMENT.
2. PROBLEM
1. RESEARCH
THE SURVEY

COLOURS

We conducted an online survey
to get insight in the issue.

As retrieved from
the survey:

42
65
162

TARGET GROUP
As discovered by
taking pictures:

respondents
unique visits

People that forgot the
location of their bike.

average seconds
to completion

RECOGNITION POINTS
Saddle
Frame / colour
Frame / shape
Location
Lock
Luggage rack
Handlebar
Damage
Overall look
Frame / size
Bike bags
Sticker
Miscellaneous

CONTEXT
Bicycles are placed too
close to each other.

TYPES OF BICYCLES
regular

granny

racing

other

0

0

Recognition marks that are placed low
are hard to find.

3. RESEARCH

4. CONCEPT

5. FRAMEWORK

VISUAL ASPECTS

VISUAL RECOGNITION

DESIGN GOAL

The first survey showed that people recognise their
bikes on the visual aspects colour & shape. The
visual aspects motion and spatial grouping seem to
be less relevant. Therefore we will test the effect of
the combination with the first two aspects.

From the first survey it could be concluded that the
saddle and frame were used the most for recognition.
These three conditions were chosen for the test to
create consistency.

Based on our survey and user test our design goal
for this research is to find a solution that is unobtrusive, intuitive, basically everybody with a bicycle should be able to find it’s bike without having to
buy something additional to his or her bicycle. We
want the environment to assist the cyclists.

UNOBTRUSIVE
Condition 1
No typical
recognition
COLOUR

MOTION

Condition 2
Recognition
of saddle

Condition 3
Recognition
of frame

INTUITIVE

VIEW POINTS
We will test the time of recognition per bike by showing
the bike park from four different viewpoints.
C

B

A
SHAPE

ASSISTIVE

NO NEED TO ADD DETAILS TO YOUR BIKE!
Allowing people to use a combination of their own
visual recognition of their bike with their ability to
use location memory.

D

SPACIAL GROUP

CREATE AN ASSISTING ENVIRONMENT
Condition A

Eye height view (front)

Condition B

42 degree angle view

Condition C

Top view

Condition D

Eye height view (side)

Based on the results of the test, we want to give an
design direction for development of better
bikeparks. These bikeparks should optimize
searching for your bike.

6. SETUP

7. RESULTS

PROCESSING
Each participant is shown nine photos with a combination between recognition- and viewpoints.

A

B

C

5,542 [s]

D
3,803 [s]

1
4,984 [s]

2
3

4.582 [s]

TASK

ORDER

DATA

First the participant will see a
part
of
the
photo with the
bike that has to
be found. Then
the photo of the
complete bike
park is shown.

The 12 different
photos
are
shown to each
participant in a
different order,
to avoid the
learning curve.

With each photo
the time till recognition of the
bike is timed.
These
results
can then be analysed.

0

50

100

We asked 25 participants to look
at 4 photo’s and find 3 specific
details in that photo. The 4 different photo’s were made from 4
different viewpoints (as seen in
the figure on page 4). The 3
details that the participants had
to find was a black bike, a

150

200

250

300

350

coloured frame and a coloured
saddle.
Each of those photo’s were made
of the same amount of bikes. In
the graph above you can see the
search time of the participants.
Each layer of the bar represents

400

450

500

550

the search time of 1 participant,
and the different colour represents the different detail they
had to search. You can see that
the quickest search time from an
angle of 42 degrees is.

8. DISCUSSION

9. SOLUTION
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

OPTIMAL FEATURE ANGLE
The condition of an angle of 42° from the
side appeared to be the angle with the
lowest search time. We think the explanation for this is the visibility of multiple faces
of the bicycle at once at this angle. As
opposed to the extreme conditions of
ground level and top level, where only one
face is visible at once.

Condition A

Condition B

SCALE INDICATES POSITION
In Processing we showed our participants
pictures of bicycles and asked them to
locate an isolated part of it.
However, the size of the isolated part gave
a hint of how far the part was removed
from the camera and thus hinted the participan where to look. This may have influenced our results.

42°

Condition C

Condition D

The bicycle ‘floor’ has
been lowered to allow for
a relatively higher point of
view. This makes a near
42° angle for viewing the
bicycles.

Separate sections have
been introduced to serve
as a first point to jog ones’
memory.

Saddles are the most significant part for finding
ones’ bicycle. A higher
standpoint occludes lower
parts but keeps the saddles visible.

assignment 2: Visual pop-out
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Where is my bike?
Visual pop-outs to help you find your bike
pop-out effects

Bike parkings are one big metal collection.
Finding your bike is a challenge in this grey
mass, where most bikes have same
colours, shapes and orientation. With

visual pop-outs

process can be improved.

The strongest pop-out effects occur when
a single target object differs in some
feature from all the other objects, where all
the other objects are identical or very
similar to each other. It is the degree of
feature level contrast between an object
and its surroundings that make it distinct.

Colour

Filter surroundings
Orientation

Movement

Misalignment

Pop-outs draw your attention because
its unfamiliar or unusual appearance is
placed in surroundings that are familiar
bike, you know what you are looking for;
the object is not unfamiliar to you. In

Shape

Blinking

surroundings. Only characteristics similar to your bike will get your attention.
This is called biased competition. Then
the bike that pops-out the most,
because of colour, shape, orientation or
another element, will be the object your

-

goal

2

3, 2, 1 GO

Determine which visual elements can help
What
pop out

VARIABLES

5 colours

The test

5 shapes

The tASKS

PARTICIPANTS

1 task to practice & 2 search tasks:
1x shape - right
1x colour - left

50

5 combinations

ANALYSING DATA

computer test

1

HYPOTHESIS

There's my bike!
the best way to make your bike pop out
COLOUR

sec

Carrier

Wheel

2,3

Saddle

3,4

2,6

Pointy

3,4

3,2

Flag

3,3

3,1

Carrier

2,8

COLOUR & SHAPE

sec

Wheel

1,8

Saddle

Pointy

Flag

Yellow

Green

Pink

Purple

Orange

2,6

SHAPE

sec

2,4

2,7
3,8

Average time to

7,7

WINNER

8,5

Yellow Frame

How
how well did that go?
reflection on study into visual popout for bike finding
COMBINATION

about the results
Colours
The yellow bike was the fastest bike to be found.
Probably this has to do with:

combination does not show a lower searching time than
the time of the yellow colour. A possible reason for this
could be that, in a bike stall, there is a great variety of
shapes. An additional shape will hardly be noticed.

1 Yellow is a rare colour in the bike stall, which makes it
easier to look for
2 Yellow is a bright colour, which gives a high contrast
with the dull bike stall

are mainly greyish. Therefore, a variation in colour will
easier stand out from the grey mass.

1. RARE ColoUr

2. BRIGHTNESS

conclusion
From this results we
have to reject our
hypothesis: in a bike
stall, a colour has a
higher influence on the

Shape
colour

than
shape
or
combination of both.

a

about the test

SHAPES
The saddle, carrier and the back
has to do with the location of the shapes. From this
pop-out result.

FINISH

Not all parts of the shapes
were clickable. Therefore
the computer did not always
respond when clicking the
right shape, which increased

The test has been performed with photos of the bike
photos cannot fully represent the reality,
where you can walk around. As this could have an
influence on the results, further research in a real-life bike
stall should be conducted to get more accurate results.

≠
How to continue..
Besides conducting this test in real-life, we should also
continue research in the colours and shapes.
Although the colours are chosen based on their presence
in observation photos, it is a small selection of the colour
spectrum. Since colours have a great influence on the
search-time, the possibilities of other colours should be
tested more extensively in order to develop the pop-out
design.
The same goes for shapes. Within the different location
of the bike, a variation of shapes could be tested to
accurately judge the effect of shapes on bike pop-outs.

with the large amount of
participants, together with
instruction on which part of
the shape to click, the
impact on the results is
minimalized.

selection
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INTRODUCTION
PROBLEM

?

It is difficult to locate your bike in
crowded bike stalls. Crowded bike stalls
can often be found at places in which
the intensity of people arriving and
leaving that location is high e.g. train

HOW OFTEN DO YOU PARK YOUR
BIKE AT CROWDED BIKE STALLS?
stations, educational
buildings and shopping
areas. People park their bike
in such a stall and realize they
forgot where in that stall the bike
was parked. In this case the problem is
focused on people who know in which
area the bike was parked but cannot
locate their bike within that row or
block.

Every day

DID YOU EVER
LOSE YOUR BIKE?

20

Almost every day

33

At least once a week

No
Yes

16

Couple times a month

10

Once a month

12

Never

10
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

14%

76%

35

ORIGIN
The problem starts in your primary
visual cortex, located at the rear of your
brain and contains millions of nerve
fibers that are able to distinguish color,
shape, motion and texture by being
connected to your retina. When you
want to find something with certain
characteristics your visual cortex will be
more sensitive to those specific characteristics and will thus fire more neurons
to your brain when perceived. What is
desired in finding your bike is the
‘pop-out’ effect in which your brain is
able to immediately fixate its attention
to an object because of high-level
distinction with surrounding objects.

TOO LOW
The current feature space is
very monotone with a grey
environment, white rear fenders, red back lights, black saddles, silver bike steers. All
frames are pointing inwards.
Size differences aren’t distinguishable. The contrast is too
low.

Your primary visual cortex can
easily distinct differences in a
certain feature channel (e.g.
color, size, orientation) when
the contrast with objects in the
feature space is high.

The low-level feature differences in the bike and its surroundings need to be sufficiently large. One channel that
can be used is motion. When
our eyes perceive a change in a
static field, an orienting
response is activated. Color is
another powerful channel.

RESEARCH
CONCEPT

-

Neon coloured flag
45 degree stance into bike isle when activated
Activation of system causes sudden motion
Waving flag causes constant motion

QUESTIONS

1
2

Will our design solution help people find
their bike faster in a
crowded bike path at a
bicycle park?
From what distance
should the user be
able to activate the
device and how long is
the average bike path?

METHOD

MEASURE

An experiment will be conducted to answer the research question. 15 participants will find a
bicycle on 2 separate films. One
film lets them search for an
ordinary bike in a crowded bike
path. The other film will include
the product we designed that
can be activated with the push
of a button. Which bicycle will
be found quicker?

CONDITIONS

The time that it takes
the participant to find
the ordinary bicycle
will be measured.
The time that it takes
the participant to find
the bicycle with the
designed product on
it will be measured.

GOALS
The films will be shot subsequently
in a crowded bicycle park. After
five seconds of standing still in a
bicycle park, the cameraman will
slowly walk through the path.
When the participant has found
the bicycle, the time will be
stopped. The participant is in
control whether the button to
release the flag will be pushed.

1
2

Does the designed product help
people find their bicycles faster in a
crowded bicycle park?

To confirm the results, the measured
times will be compared and analyzed.

RESULTS
PARTICIPANTS

FUN FACTS

GRAPH
600

9
6

If you have to look for your bike
once a day, you will save
186 seconds per day,
22 minutes a week,
94 minutes a month,
19 hours a year
In 50 years time you can save:
3394500 seconds, or
56575 minutes, or
943 hours, or
39 days, or
1 month and 9 days

From the 15 participants, 9 particpants were male and 6 female.
The age of all participants ranged from 18 to 24.

Without pop out

500

With pop out

400
300
200
100
0

1

TABLE

3

6

9

11

PROFIT

Gender

Time without pop-out [s]

Time with pop-out [s]

Without / With

Participant 1

f

154

4

38,50

Participant 2

f

393

4

98,25

Participant 3

f

65

4

16,25

Participant 4

m

546

4

136,50

Participant 5

m

441

4

110,25

Participant 6

f

160

5

32,00

Participant 7

m

239

3

79,67

Participant 8

f

99

3

33,00

Participant 9

m

56

3

18,67

Participant 10

f

180

4

45,00

Participant 11

f

156

4

39,00

Participant 12

m

57

3

19,00

Participant 13

f

66

4

16,50

Participant 14

m

183

4

45,75

Participant 15

f

54

6

9,00

189,93

3,93

48,32

In the first test, the design solution as not
yet mounted to the bicycle that had to be
located. It took the participants 190 seconds
on average to locate the bicycle in the busy
stall.
In the second test, the design solution was
mounted to the same bicycle and had to be
located. In this case, it took the participants
4 seconds on average to locate the bicycle.
This indicates the means of both user tests
vary 186 seconds. People could thus find
their bicycle 186 seconds (three minutes and
six seconds) faster. This equals an increase in
efficiency of 4832%

48 X
FASTER

13
15
Participant

DISCUSSION
FINAL CONCEPT
When walking past bicycle parking paths,
the rears of the bicycles are most easily
identified, but to make it stand out, it was
chosen to extend the rear of the bicycle
into the path using the flag.
Using the proposed product, finding your
bicycle becomes way easier as research
participants averagely found their bicycle
48 times faster. This huge improvement
can be largely attributed to the fact that
the design is entirely based on research of
the visual cognition of the brain. The
product itself isn’t far-fetched or too
technical and can easily be realized.

LIGHT

The flag features a simple light on top of the flagpole, which blinks when the flag is activated by the
remote. This is especially useful for dreadful weather
or when the bicycle has to be found at night.

COLOR

Breaking away from the typical grayish feature
space, a bright neon-yellow colored flag attracts
attention immediately.

CONTRAST

Even when you missed the launch motion of the
flag, the flag will still contrast with the view of an
average bicycle park path as it clearly sticks out
beyond the rear fenders towards the center of the
path. Even walking past multiple paths allows you to
easily scan for your bike.

TRIGGER

The flag can be activated once on the input of the
user, through a simple small radio frequency remote
which can be mounted on the key ring. This trigger
indicates the launch of the springpowered flag,
which—following our research—leads to the almost
immediate finding of the bicycle from the main
path.

MOTION

One of the key features of the flag is the swinging
motion that launches the flag towards the middle of
the bicycle path. When you know in which your
bicycle is parked, this unusual motion immediately
gets your attention. When you missed the initial
launch, the flag still dances in the wind to break the
static nature of the environment.

3) Text(ure) contrast
Combing text and images is always tricky. When the features of
the text interfere with the texture features of the background
your message becomes illegible. The basic trick that is offered
by Colin Ware is to blur the background, In that way, you get
rid of the edges that normally interfere with the sharp features
of the text. But what are exactly the rules here? Is blur the
only effective solution? Could it be possible to design a font
that is less susceptible to background interference? Not much
is known about this, in fact most graphic designs do not rely on
a blurred background but simply tweak the background colour
saturation.
In this investigation you start with validating the blur
hypothesis and also investigate alternatives.You'll have to think
about how to measure text effectiveness (e.g. reading speed, or
mere subjective evaluation). And most importantly, you will
investigate alternatives (possibly using different fonts, but that
will be quite challenging). Also think of practical solutions, e.g.
could it be possible to implement an automatic blur algorithm
that blurs only a certain region around the text. If so, what size
should it be?

assignment 3: TextHureL contrast
Paulien Verlaan
Kiki Ottenhoff
Janice Buringa
Rianne Schlepers
Aniek De Jong

READABILITY ON BACKGROUND
CO

A xon

Pattern processing consists of finding the boundaries of objects, with the help of light shade, colour & motion. [1]

GRAIN SIZE ORIENTATION

BLUR

The background of text can change in colour or in texture
(grain size, orientation, shape, blur) to improve the readability.

CROWDING

CONSPICUITY

Feature similarity causes crowding.
Crowding is specified by the
observers’ critical spacing. Which is
how far the surrounding objects must
be from the target to distinguish
them from each other. [2]
For example, if you fixate your look
on the red minus in the middle, you
won’t see the difference of the two
faces anymore. Because of the similar
critical spacing between eyes, nose
and mouth.

A special type of
crowding
is
visual
conspicuity, which has to
do with the discrepancy
between
the
visual
signatures of the target
and
its
local
background.[3]

2. Pelli, D. G., & Tillman, K. A. (2008). The uncrowded window of object recognition. Nature neuroscience, 11(10), 1129-1135.

SHAPE

“It is likely that
visual conspicuity
is the main
determinant of
visual search
performance.” [3]

3. Toet, A., Kooi, F. L., Bijl, P., & Valeton, J. M. (1998). Visual conspicuity determines human target acquisition performance. Optical Engineering, 37(7), 1969-1975.

BY GROUP N
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1. Ware, C. (2010). Visual thinking: For design. Morgan Kaufmann.
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WE MAKE SENSE OF THE WORLD BY FINDING PATTERNS

METHOD

WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF A CHANGE IN THE APPEARANCE OF A
BACKGROUND ON THE READABILITY OF THE TEXT?
CONSPICUITY CHECK

WORD SEARCHING

For this test we will ask the participants to follow the dot leaving from
a specific word in the text untill the word is not readable anymore. We
will measure the distance untill this is the case.

For the second test we will ask the participants to search a specific word in the text (see the left frame).
We will measure the time it takes to find the same word in the text (see the right frame) and compare
the time it takes with changing variables.

THE VARIABLES: DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS COMBINED WITH DIFFERENT FONTS

Serif

ORIGINAL PHOTO

TRANSPARENCY

BLUR

Sans serif

We will do these tests several times in which we vary the background (existing of the original photo, the photo with a transpearency layer and the photo that is blurred). Besides this we will
also vary the fonts. One is a Serif font (Times New Roman) and the other font is Sans serif (Arial). In the end we will compare which type of background will improve the readability of text
and in what way the different fonts have influence on the readability.

BY GROUP N

AND

RESULTS
As described on the previous page, two methods were used to research the readability with changing background and font. Luckily, both tests gave similar results.

According to the word search test, the combination that causes the best readability
is a black background with a sans serif font (Arial). Within this condition the participants (n=20) were able to find the target the fastest. Text was worst readable within
the combination of the original background with a serif font (Times New Roman).

CONSPICUITY CHECK

According to the conspicuity test, the combination that causes the best readability is
the black background with a serif font (Times New Roman). The participants (n=5)
were able to clearly read the target from a larger sidewards distance within this condition. The text was again least readable within the combination of the original background and a serif font (Times New Roman).

BY GROUP N

WORD SEARCHING

DISCUSSION
READABILITY
SERIF/SANS SERIF

Both tests show very similar results when
looking at the background: the desirable
background is black, then it is blurred and
last is the original image. However, the
rating of the font is a bit questionable.
Though the results show some difference,
this might be insignificant since it is only
very small. But after all, this research emphasizes a certain combination of background
and font.

“Serifs are used to guide the horizontal ”flow” of the eyes: The lack
of serifs is said to contribute to a
vertical stresss in sans serifs, which
is supposed to compete with the
horizontal flow of reading (De
Lange et al., 1993)

APPLY IN PRACTICE

The explanation behind these results is that the human brain is able to distinguish patterns a lot better when
the contrast between the target and its surrounding objects is larger.
The results can be used as a starting point to apply in practice, like in advertisements or magazines.

CRITIQUES
ipsumin.nullam
timeam
in. Nibh
dolor
s ipsum
nullamVis
timeam
Nibh dolor
nonumy
eam
id, nonumy eam id,
We would like to point out some aspects of the research that could have led to some inconsistencies:
mei scaevola
indoctum
maluisset,
te sit fastidii abhor
abhormei scaevola no
indoctum
maluisset,
te sit fastidii
abhorreant.
Sumo
adhuc
mel, ei his
duis volumus ponderum,
ant. Sumo adhuc
ex mel,
ei his
duisex
volumus
ponderum,
in assum
readability
eam.lob
Id choro saepe lob
loblobassum readability
mandamus
eam. mandamus
Id choro saepe
ortis dissentiunt
nec, eam dolor
dissentiunt
et. Malorum prodesset
is nec, eam dolor
et. Malorum
prodesset
duoaperiam
cu, te aliivix.
primis
aperiam
urribentur duo cu,scribentur
te alii primis
Vix in
sint ur-vix. Vix in sint ur
During the word search test, the background was already visible in the target. Some
This research only investigated one chosen blur and one black grading.
banitas
intellegam,
movet
quidam
democritum
ut eos. Mel
might have searched
for the background
instead of for democritum
the target
itself.
nitasparticipants
intellegam,
movet
quidam
ut eos.
Mel
Unfortunately, the used software wasn't able to make the background of the target
neutral. illum an.
quod
hincnonumy
illum an.inermis
Minim et
nonumy
od hinc
Minim
mei. inermis et mei.
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RESULTS PER CATEGORY

assignment 3: TextHureL contrast
Qi Zhou
Sara Kis
Melinda Majoros
Gyöngyvér Poller
Zhelu Qu

assignment 3: TextHureL contrast
Jose Chan
Meirav Shetrit
Jens de Groot
Aranka Dijkstra
Merel Verwaal

ON CO

LORED

CO LO RED

BACK
GROU

TEXT CONTOURS

NDS

CAN THEY ENHANCE THE READABILITY OF YOUR TEXTS?

PROBLEM
?

THERE ARE SOME EXISTING SOLUTIONS:
CONTRAST
Liesje leerde
Lotje lopen
langs de
lange
lindenlaan,
maar toen
Lotje niet
wilde lopen,
liet Liesje
Lotje gewoon
staan

POSITIONING
DROP SHADOW
TRANSPARENT OVERLAY

TEXT ON IMAGES CAN BE HARD TO READ

GAUSSIAN BLUR

1. USE DARK COLORED TEXT
ON A LIGHT BACKGROUND AND
LIGHT COLORED TEXT ON DARK
BACKGROUND
2. PLACE DARK TEXT ON THE
LIGHTEST PART OF THE BACKGROUND

3. USE DROP SHADOW ON
THE TEXT

4. USE A TRANSPARENT LAYER
BETWEEN IMAGE AND TEXT

5. APPLY A GAUSSIAN BLUR TO
THE BACKGROUND

EXPERIMENT

Q: WHAT IS AN “ INVERTED ” CONTOUR?
A: FOR THIS CONTOUR YOU INVERT THE COLOURS OF THE
IMAGE THAT ARE AROUND THE LETTERS OF THE TEXT.

CYAN CONTOUR / MAGENTA CONTOUR / YELLOW CONTOUR / INVERTED CONTOUR

READABILITY TEST

1 IMAGE

VIDEO 1

5S

1S

2S

3S

4 CONTOURS
4 TIME SLOTS

VIDEO 2

1S

3S

5S

2S

8 ACTIONS

VIDEO 3

2S

5S

1S

3S

VIDEO 4

3S

5S

1S

2S

1 DISTANCE

20 PARTICIPANTS

3 METERS

PARTICIPANTS ARE ASKED TO PERFORM AN ACTION
IF YOU CAN READ THIS:

“ STAND ON ONE FOOT ”

ACTIONS
!

STAND ON ONE FOOT
CLAP YOUR HANDS ONCE
CLAP YOUR HANDS TWICE
TURN AROUND IN PLACE
JUMP IN PLACE ONCE
JUMP IN PLACE TWICE
TOUCH YOUR NOSE PLEASE
PLEASE TOUCH YOUR KNEES

RESULTS

READABILITY

41%

OF THE PARTICIPANTS
WERE ABLE TO READ

EVERYTHING

82%

86% 88%

90%

90% OF THE INVERTED CONTOURED TEXTS
WERE READABLE FOR THE PARTICIPANTS

SAMPLE RAW DATA
PARTICIPANT 1
PARTICIPANT 2
PARTICIPANT 3

ACTION 1 ACTION 2 ACTION 3 ACTION 4
1
1
1

1
1
0

1
0
1

0
0
1

CONCLUSION
INVERTED IS THE BEST

YELLOW IS ALSO QUITE GOOD

ERRORS
14%
41%

18%
27%

MAGENTA DOESN’T WORK THAT WELL
AND YOU SHOULDN’T EVEN THINK ABOUT CYAN

41% OF ALL THE MISTAKES WERE MADE
WITH THE CYAN CONTOURED TEXT

DISCUSSION
IMPROVEMENTS
ADD SHORTER TIME SLOTS TO
REFINE THE DATA ACCURACY

!

ADD MORE ACTIONS, SO NO
ACTION WILL REPEAT ITSELF,
SO PARTICIPANTS WILL NOT
RECOGNIZE ANY PREVIOUS ACTION
ADD DISTANCE FACTOR,
COMPARE DIFFERENT
DISTANCES TO BETTER EXPLAIN
AND VALIDATE THE DATA

IMPLEMENTATIONS
OUR RESEARCH CAN BE IMPLEMENTED IN SUBTITLING
INVERTED CONTOURS MAY WORK FOR EVERY TV-SHOW
OR MOVIE
INVENT A REAL-TIME SOFTWARE THAT GENERATES
INVERTED CONTOURED TEXT BASED ON THE BACKGROUND IMAGE WHILE YOU TYPE

Aa
SUBTITLES

COURSE: ID4230 VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN

RESEARCH BY TEAM W: JOSÉ CHAN, JENS DE GROOT, MEIRAV SHETRIT & MEREL VERWAAL

TUTORS: MAARTEN WIJNTJES & ALEX VISSER
APRIL 2014

4) Colour harmony
In a famous book about colour, Itten claims that colour
harmony can be achieved by geometrical regularity in colour
space. Often, the colour space used is a one dimensional circle
of varying hue. Since colour is a three dimensional quantity, this
approach does not make much sense. The imposed geometry
(difficult wording for using triangles and squares to define
colour combinations on the hue circle) solely relies on the
colour space parametrisation (again difficult wording for `type
colour space', e.g. RGB, HSV, CMYK etc).
Your goal is to find out if there exists a geometrical description
of three dimensional colour harmony. This can be done by
showing observers many different colour combinations and
map them in colour space.You will get some software to do so.
Also, you may investigate whether the context of the colour
(e.g. an image or a graphic design) may result in different
colour harmony preferences.

assignment 4: Colour harmony
Judy Wang
Tianjiao Qian
Paula Soler Mañó
Nils Berg
Jaap Meijer

Intro
Group Q

Results
Group Q

Not Harmony
Boring
Chaotic

Harmony
Pleasant to the eye
Sense of order
Interest on the viewer
Balance in visual experience
Dynamic equilibrium

Itten’s color wheel is
not complete
The color users picked can be from any place
in the color wheel. Everyone has preference
hue, temperature, value and intersity.

Extreme color unity
(too harmonious)
Under stimulating
Over stimulating

Itten’s
Theory

People’s
Choices

No obvious influence of emotion
and context
There is little difference between the re-
sults got from different circumstances.
But that does not mean people’s emo-
tion has no influence on perception of
color harmony.
summarize

Analogous

Complementary

Triad

Reality

Theory
apply

Tetradic

Split Complementary Quadrilateral

It seems that people’s perception of color har-
mony follows some logical rules. However,
when applying those rules summarized from
samples to more common people, there can
be many special cases not following the rules.

Color Harmony
To sum up, our group is aiming to use Ittens’ theory to find how people’s perception
reflect color harmony. The test result shows the posibility that people’s perception of
color harmony follows logical rules. However, duo to the quatiity limitation of test
samples and the uniformity of the participants, the result still has uncertainty, but the
method is appropriate for the further research in the future.

Discussion
Group Q

assignment 4: Colour harmony
Nai-Dan Chang
Basak Topal
Pelin Isbilen
Alex wu Wu
Rozemarijn Visser
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5) Influence of cosmetics on 3D shape perception
Facial cosmetics are abundantly used to tweak the visual
appearance of (mainly female) faces. In theory they are used to
improve attractiveness as a potential partner for other
members of the human species. This can be used to cover
possible signs of disease (by a foundation), attract attention to
the eyes (eye pencil/mascara) and alter the appearance of
underlying bone structure (shading).
In this assignment you will focus on the latter: how does the
geometry of the cheekbone change when you use cosmetics? I
have written software with which you can reconstruct the
subjective depth in images. With this software, you can explore
various hypotheses related to cheekbone cosmetics, like
shading on the cheek or a matte (as opposed to glossy) skin
appearance.

assignment 5: 3D shape perception
Sascha Naji
Parizad Saremi
Roby Vota
HuiChun Wu
Eleonora Caprari

CHROMOSTEREOPSIS
WHAT?

Chromostereopsis is
an optical and perceptual phenomenon: when a long-wavelenght
colour (e.g. red) and a short-wavelenght colour
(e.g. blue) are displayed on a dark background,
most people perceive the former as protruding
from the plane and the latter as receding
(positive chromostereopsis), while a few people
perceive the opposite effect (negative chromostereopsis).

WHY?

Chromostereopsis is due to the horizontal chromatic aberration in the cornea and the temporal off-axis
position of the fovea. Because of aberration, blue and red rays entering the eyes are deflected at different
angles, thus generating two distinct images on the fovea. Projecting out through the nodal points these retinal spots, the apparent
position of red elements is closer than that of blue ones. Negative chromostereopsis is due to the nasal off-centre position of the
pupil, which inverts the position of red and blue images on the fovea and hence the apparent position of red and blue elements.

blue apparent position

red apparent position
fixation point
blue apparent position

fixation point
red apparent position

800 mm
1-10 mm

nodal point

nodal point

92% positive

< 8% negative

fovea
red focus point
visual axis

blue focus point

optical axis

fovea
red focus point
visual axis

IN COSMETICS?

blue focus point

optical axis

(How) can chromostereopsis be
applied to 3D volumes (e.g. a face)
to alterate the perception of depth,
enhancing or reducing shapes?

Visual Communication Design 2014
Roby Michelangelo Vota, 4319397
Eleonora Caprari, 4318382
Parizad Saremi, 4246497
HuiChun Wu, 4318900
Sascha Naji, 4328620
GROUP G

METHOD
RESEARCH AIM

EXPERIMENT

APPROACH

DATA

The experiment was conducted in a dark room
located in IDE. A laptop was set with the same
angle and distance for all participants, to have consistent test conditions.
DOT, a program provided by Dr. Marteen Wijntjes, was employed. Through it, all participants virtually oriented pre-located pins on a picture in way that they appeared perpendicular to the surface. The program converted data in a 3D map. From the results, the
chromostereoptic effect on the participants was identified and quantified.

The research aim of the study is to detect
and quanitfy the effect of chromostereopsis
in perceiving a 3D shape such as a face.

Each participant was exposed to three different
pictures: one neutral and two with opposite effects
of chromosteropsis. To reduce the bias of prior knowledge from previous tasks, six different orders were used as a test set-up, with two participants each.
Red Effect

3

R

Different
Sample
Pictures

Neutral Effect

N
Blue Effect

B

RNB

RBN

NRB

NBR

BRN

BNR

The aim of this quantitative research is to find out the effect of colour
on perceiving 3D shape of a face with particular effect of chromosteropsis. The experiment resulted in three different 3D models for each participant. For
each of these, two cross-sections were generated. The average sections from the natural
face were compared with those from the red and the blue faces.

RESULTS

y

65

DEPTH RATIO

For each tester, the perception of the shape of the 3 faces was reconstructed with a triangle mesh in Mathematica. Comparing the depth (z
value) of each vertex of the mesh between the red/blue pictures and the normal picture, a linear relation emerges: the slope m of the trendline communicates whether the coloured picture is perceived flatter (m < 1) or deeper
(m > 1) than the normal one. The two slope values of all the participants are presented in the bar diagram.
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The vertical and horizontal cross-sections of the 3 pictures were reconstructed
for each participant in Mathematica using z values of three lines of vertices
instead of one. The average cross-sections are highlighted in the diagrams on the right.
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DISCUSSION

WHY?
A
B
C

NO

There is no coherent result to the same orders.

Order?

NO
EXPECTATIONS
Red
Average
Result
Red
Average
Result

<1<

<

Distance?

RESULTS

Blue
Average
Result

Blue & Red
Average
Result

Blue
Average
Result

Red
Average
Result

<1
=

Blue
Average
Result

Our expected result was a blue
average result > 1, and a red
average result < 1.

Both average values are < 1, which
means that the colours flattened
the volume in both cases. Two
participants also reported problems identifying volume when the
faces were coloured.

As regards the theory of chromostereopsis, most people perceive
red closer than blue, therefore we
assumed that the average value of
blue would be higher than the red
value.

The two means are almost the
same. This is because:
1) chromostereopsis is a very weak
effect;
2) some participants might have
negative chromostereopsis.

During the experiment, the distance between the participants and the laptop was kept constant. Furthermore,
the test was repeated at a different distance (3m), but average
results were even smaller.

NO

The lighting comditions were the same through out the
experiment, therefore, the environmental condition did
not change.

Environment?

MAYBE
Gradient?

Gradient fading might not be applicable for
chromostereopsis. To prove our conclusion,
the experiment was repeated using both red and blue effect but
without gradient; however, the value of red and blue average were
even lower (by 0.3 points).

MAYBE
Colour
separation?

In basic chromostereoptic theory, the effect
works with flat blue and red elements
separated by a black background; in our test, on the contrary, red
and blue were applied to a shaded volume with no black division.

CONCLUSION

Due to the modifications to the basic chromostereoptic effect (flat colours divided by a black
background) and to its application to a known, complex and characteristically coloured volume
such as a face, the results could not confirm nor reject our hypothesis.
The first attempt of applying chromostereopsis to a volume should be done with a non-preconceived shape with neutral colour, in jargon called “potato”.

assignment 5: 3D shape perception
Daan Muilkens
Sacha Franken
Léon Groot Obbink
Anne Kompier
Tugba Camci

Does the perception of the 3D shape of facial features
significantly change through the use of cosmetics?
EYEBROW PENCIL

HYPOTHESIS

to darken the eyebrows

WE EXPECT THAT THE 3D SHAPE OF THE CHEEKBONE WILL
STAND OUT MORE DUE TO THE USE OF COSMETICS.

EYESHADOW

PERCEPTION OF 3D SHAPE BY NORMAN (2004)

to colour the eyelids

EYELINER
shape the eyes

MASCARA
darken eyelashes

CONCEALER
to create highlights

Shape discrimination
was most difficult on
forms without any
colour differences.

Shape discrimination
with textured forms was
only successful when the
images were moving.

Shape discrimination was
easiest with single-imaged
objects presented with
specular highlights

Diffuse shading had only
a slight influence on the
shape discrimination.

If one wants to hide certain facial shapes, it is recommended to reduce
glossiness in order to reduce specular highlights, patterns and bumpiness. To
enhance the perception of the bone structure, one can fake diffuse shading by
applying shadows with cosmetics resulting in a younger perceived
appearance.

BLUSHER
to create a healthy glow

LIPSTICK
to colour lips

FOUNDATION
to create an equal skin

CAMOUFLAGE

When women use make-up to improve their
selfesteem and to become more beautiful.

WHY
DO
WOMEN
USE
MAKE-UP
?

SEDUCTION

The other part of the women use make-up
because they have the desire to attract.

THE EXPERIMENT
14 participants judged the shape of the
cheekbone in the two images of the girl with
and without make-up.
They positioned a red pin (in processing
software) to judge 102 points, spread over
the cheekbone area, on 3D perception.

PARTICIPANTS

DATA ANALYSIS

With the input from the
participants we will create a
Z-direction (depth). Those
directions will be made into
an average. With this
average Z-direction we create
the average perception of the
3D shape of the facial
features of the two faces
without and with make-up.

Their input in processing created x, y and
angle output.

2856
total perception
points defined

102points 102points

There were 102 points to be defined by each participant on both pictures.

RESULTS

The results show the outcome of the three studies all done by the 14 participants. The first colomn shows the row that has
the shape of the face with and without make-up. The last colomn shows a 3D translation of the analyzed faces with make-up.

Purple: Horizontal cross-section of the cheekbone.
Orange: Vertical cross-section of the cheekbone.
Green: Second vertical cross-section of the cheekbone.

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

Within the framework of this study, the perceptual
difference between the three-dimensional shape of the
cheekbones with and without make up is evinced.
There are small but essential differences in the perceived shape with and without make-up. With make-up the
cheekbone stands out more than without make up, which proves our hypothesis. Locations that were perceived
differently are either highlighted or shadowed, which is in line with the theory of Norman et al (2004).

OUTLIERS

There were several outliers, resulting in extreme shape
perceptions. Reasoning behind these outliers may be that
the participants did not understand the programme or had
an extreme perception of make-up.

RECOMMENDATIONS

This study only focused on the heavily made up cheekbones of one woman, so using other types of make-up may result
in totally different conclusions. Future research can be conducted on the 3D perception related to characters of
make-up (think of sweet, sexy, natural etcetera), which can be linked back to how those aspects contribute to facial
attractiveness and the added meaning to it. Moreover, the complete made up face can be used for further research in
stead of only the cheekbones.

6) Hybrid images
The signals that enter the eye are analysed to finally yield a
percept of a thing (e.g. car), or of a place (e.g. beach), or of
some stuff (e.g. silk). Often we only need a little information to
recognise an object or scene. As we have discussed in previous
chapters, the visual cortex analyses an image using feature
detectors. These neural mechanisms operate on a certain scale,
which under normal circumstances is an optimal solution,
because an object stays somewhat the same if we look at it
from far and close by. However, Aude Oliva invented a very
simple trick to merge two images that make use of this scale
mechanisms, called Hybrid Images. When you are fare away, you
see one image, and if our are close by, you see the other.
Your assignment is to explore this technique and see under
what circumstances this technique might be of use in visual
design.You will make a few of these images yourself, and test
under what circumstances people recognise one or the other.

assignment 6: Hybrid images
Jeroen van de Ruit
Nina Patsey
Eline Koelman
Peter Kalkman
Louis Brouwers

POSSIBILITIES FOR PRACTICAL USE
Until now, several practical applications of hybrid images have been
proposed, but it seems as if none can be found in daily practice yet. We
wonder why the use of this technique hasn’t found its way into our lives – and
our hearts – yet. We will give a short introduction into a number of possible
applications and discuss their pros and cons.

ISSUES
We suspect that without sufficient
time it can be difficult to interpret the
high-spatial frequency image.
There is an optimum in effect that
is partially dependant on the
difference between the two images.

DIT DIER IS
WEER TERUG!

1. PRIVACY & SECURITY

2. VISUAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

As Oliva, Torralba and Schyns show [2],

Hybrid images could be implemented in

hybrid images can help conceal a textual

visual information systems, such as road

message viewed from greater distance,

signs and wayfinding solutions. The hybrid

while being legible from close by. This could

image could then convey a specific

help shielding private messages like

message for people farther away (e.g.

passwords or exams from unintended

showing a quick way to the nearest exit) but

viewers.

at the same time contain a detailed floor
plan when approached.

WHAT IS A HYBRID IMAGE ?
Hybrid imaging is a technique

into a for the user comprehendible

developed by Schyns and Oliva [1]

image: at larger distances, the

that combines two static images to

human eye is unable to recognise

form a dual interpretable image.

sharp lines and details, while these

Depending on the viewing distance,

will prevail in the image when viewed

only one of the two images will be

up close. In a hybrid image, a picture

clearly distinguishable. This effect is

with sharp lines and details (high

achieved by relying on the fact that

spatial frequency) is combined with a

the human perceptive system

blurry one (low spatial frequency).

converts different visual elements

Totally different source images do
not achieve the hybrid imaging
effect.
If the source images are to
detailed / low contrast, an optimum
effect will not be met.
For the image to be left
interpreted by the user, the hybrid
image is always a bit blurry / vague.
The technique / image may be
experienced as (to) ’gimmick-like’.
This could limit the potential usage.

3. VISUAL ART FORMS

4. MARKETING & ADVERTISEMENT

Visual art forms include applications like art

Hybrid images could depict different

installations, print, magazine covers and

marketing messages for different viewing

other purely aesthetic or gimmick like

distances. Therefore It could either be used

usage.

to allocate marketing space more efficiently
or by providing a more attractive marketing

1. Oliva, A., & Schyns, P. G. (1997). Coarse blobs or fine edges? Evidence that information diagnosticity
changes the perception of complex visual stimuli.Cognitive psychology, 34(1), 72-107.
2. Oliva, A., Torralba, A., & Schyns, P. G. (2006, July). Hybrid images. In ACM Transactions on Graphics
(TOG) (Vol. 25, No. 3, pp. 527-532). ACM.
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The difference between the two
images may not be clear enough,
especially on certain distances
(halfway).

approach (e.g. an older woman from afar
and a younger woman from up close for an
anti-aging cream).

The effect might distract.

RELEVANCE
Is it possible to use a hybrid image to

pay for the duration of airtime on

convey a marketing message and

television or for the surface of a

how effective is a hybrid image

billboard. The prices for these

marketing message compared to a

billboards and posters are high, so it

non-hybrid marketing message?

would be beneficial if companies

One of the benefits for marketing

could convey more information for

purposes would be that less space

the same amount of space used. An

could be necessary to convey the

other benefit could be a more

same marketing message. In the

attractive and appealing way of

world of advertisement, companies

advertisement.

APPROACH
For this study two groups of 15

is shown to the second group. The

people each will be subjected to the

participants approach the poster

experiment. The first group gets to

from point A towards B, covering a

see the advertising poster with two

certain fixed distance. After that the

images next to each other: “before”

participants answer questions about

and “after”. The second poster,

the understanding and message of

consisting of “before” and “after”

the poster and their feelings and

images merged into a hybrid image,

emotions towards it.

2 Groups of 15 people

both groups watch from
TWO distancES

One group sees a hybrid image

BOTH Are briefly interviewed

One group sees TWO
normal images

Both fill out aN ATTRAKDIFF form to
test attractiveness

N
O
R
M
A
L

H
Y
B
R
I
D

Interview (Qualitative)

Question Form (Quantitative)

INTERVIEW SESSION

ATTRAKDIFF TEST
technical

human

participants were briefly interviewEd
interview focused on clarity of image:
How much did they understand?

isolating

connective

pleasant

unpleasant

inventive

conventional

simple

complicated
unprofessional

professional

HYBRID IMAGE

attractive

ugly

NORMAL IMAGE

impractical

practical

disagreeable

likeable

straightforward

cumbersome

tacky

stylish

unpredictable

predictable

+
+
+

premium

cheap

integrating

alienating

separates me from people

brings me closer to people

presentable

unpresentable

inviting

rejecting

FULL MESSAGE

LOGO & IMAGE(S)

TEXT & IMAGE(S)

ONLY IMAGE(S)

creative

unimaginative

bad

good

PARTICIPANTS WERE ALSO ASKED ABOUT ATTITUDE & PREFERENCE

clearly structured

confusing

appealing

repelling

ATTITUDE
TOWARDS
HYBRID
IMAGE
ADVERTISEMENT

ATTITUDE
TOWARDS
‘NORMAL’
ADVERTISEMENT

cautious

bold

PREFERENCE
HYBRID
IMAGE
ADVERTISEMENT

conservative

innovative

(only hybrid image
testers have been asked)

dull

captivating

undemanding

challenging
discouraging

motivating

ordinary

novel

manageable

unruly

HYBRID IMAGE

NORMAL IMAGE

HYBRID IMAGE
+
POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

INDIFFERENT

inventive
innovative
novel

NORMAL IMAGE
complicated
NORMAL
IMAGE
unpredictable
confusing

+

-

simple

conventional

predictable

conservative

clearly structured

ordinary

FUNCTIONALITY

NOVELTY

ATTRACTIVENESS

QUALITY OF RESEARCH

The AttrakDiff results show a slightly lower

As regards to the novelty and interest of the

The AttrakDiff demonstrates that the

There are some points that could have

rating for the hybrid image in terms of

posters, the AttrakDiff shows that the hybrid

attractiveness of the posters was

influenced the results of our experiment. The

pragmatic quality compared to the control

image poster was perceived as more

approximately identical, being rated as quite

explanation at the start of the experiment

images, while both can be classified as

inventive, creative and novel. Since the

attractive. Although, the qualitative part of

may have been different for some of the

having ‘average’ pragmatic quality. This

ma jority of the participants was not familiar

the research shows the difference in the

participants. While showing the hybrid

implies that the hybrid image rates lower on

with the hybrid images, they were surprised

attractiveness of the posters: the normal

poster, some of the participants were told

usability than the control images. Because

about the effect of the poster. This effect

poster was perceived as more attractive

that the poster was made for the Blijdorp

sample size was very small, these results are

+

could be used for marketing purposes,

+

because of the clear message and the

+

Zoo, this could have influenced the

not statistically significant, which means the

because the advertisement will be easier to

hybrid image poster due to the surprising

participants’ perception of the poster, and

values can only be seen as an indication of

remember. However, in general the message

effect of the images. Furthermore, the

the message the poster had to convey.

usability. From the interviews it became

of the hybrid image poster was not clear.

perception of the animals pictured on the

Another aspect that differed in the

clear that the hybridity of the image was

The reason for that may be that the

poster might play a role. That means that

experiments was the time given to look at

distracting from the message, causing 8 out

participants were distracted by the hybrid

the attractiveness of the hybrid images does

the poster. We did not time how long each

of 15 participants to not understand the

image and did not properly read the text of

not guarantee that an advertisement

participants stood at distance A and B and

message of the poster compared to 5 out of

the advertisement.

succeeds, because the physical

looked at the posters, and only asked them

15 in the control group. From these results,

attractiveness of a source pictured in an

whether they had seen enough.

we draw the conclusion that a hybrid

advertisement is also relevant.

marketing image is slightly less functional
than a non-hybrid marketing image.

Is it possible to use
a hybrid image to convey a
marketing message and how
effective is a hybrid image
marketing message compared to a
non-hybrid marketing message?

From our test, we can conclude that hybrid

perceived as more interesting and novel,

images appear to be less functional than

which increases attractiveness. Our results

non-hybrid pictures with the same content,

indicate that the reduced functionality and

as the hybrid effect distracts from the

increased novelty of hybrid images

message of the poster, which reduces its

combined give an effectiveness rating for

attractiveness slightly. Due to the surprising

hybrid marketing images that is comparable

effect of this technology, hybrid images are

to non-hybrid marketing images.
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How it works

Group F - Hybrid Images

Images are merged

Frank van Boheemen
Lian de Jong
Rick Boellaard
Stephan Hooft
Viola Tjew A Sin
Visual Communication
Design - 2014

When processed by a high-pass
filter, only strong light-dark
transitions
(high
spatial
frequencies) remain. The resulting
edges make up the percept to be
seen at close range only.

We are going to try to hide this
submarine so that it can only be
seen from closeby.

The long range image is exposed
to a low-pass filter. This results in
a blurred image without edges
(low spatial frequencies). From
afar, the brain makes sense of
these frequencies through gist
perception

For the faraway image, a photo
with high colour- and edge
overlap is chosen.

Two separate, superimposed images encoded on
different spatial frequencies; resulting in a
combined image with a different percept
depending on the distance from where it is
viewed.

Design Guidelines

Problem Statement
Avoid symmetry and patterns in
the low frequency image.
It creates strong percepts
that cannot be unseen
up close.

Maximise overlapping edges.
Non-aligning edges should be
perceivable as noise on the other
image.

Colour can be used as a strong
grouping agent, enabling
percepts to blend better at
both ranges.

A lot of factors influence the distance at which one visual percept blends into
the other. We’d like to investigate ways to control this hybrid percept
distance. We believe such control would especially come in handy for
advertisement and public announcement purposes.

INVESTIGATING HYBRID IMAGES

What is the effect of the level of saturation
on the hybrid

percept distance
and the hybrid percept overlap area

?

?
?

Hybrid image
A perfect hybrid image is
defined as an image in which
it is impossible to see more
than one percept at a time.

?

0
1

1

2

2

3
4
5

Saturation

6

Colour is an important grouping agent; a hybrid image
can be strongly influenced by the level of saturation.
Supposedly, it is easier to create a good hybrid image
with a black and white image because colour
differences in the two pictures will not influence the
hybrid image as much.

Hybrid percept distance

Hybrid percept overlap area

At a certain viewing distance, the
viewer will switch from seeing one
picture to the other. This is called
the hybrid percept distance.

The participants are presented with 5 of the same hybrid
image varying only in the saturation values. The
saturation levels differ in increments of 25% and will be
shown in random order.

This is the area between two distances
where both images are perceived at the
same time. This is undesirable, as it results
in a confusing image for the viewer.

switch
1

0

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Group F Hybrid Images Visual Communication Design 2014

1

2

0

1

2

overlap

2

Participants
Participants are asked to identify the facial expression in the
image while standing at a distance of 2 meters. They take
steps of 1 meter backwards over a distance of 6 meters.
What the participants perceive at each distance is recorded.
At some point, the participants cross the hybrid percept
distance.
This process is repeated for a set of 5 images with different
saturation values.

Averaged results
The bar graph on the right shows the
average results for each saturation level.
The raw data from each participant is
represented on the left.

1

1

SATURATION

2

2

0%

SATURATION 25%

90%

SATURATION 50%
of the participants

liked the cookies.

SATURATION 75%
SATURATION 100%
3m

2m

4m

5m

6m

TEST RESULTS
0%

The area in which the participant
saw neither of the two images is

50% larger

25%

100%

in the images with a
saturation of

25% and 50%.

6m 5m 4m 3m 2m

Remarkable findings
There were large differences in results between
participants.
Some participants needed more time to grasp the
concept of hybrid images.

75%

Group F Hybrid Images Visual Communication Design 2014

50%

The participants took more time during the test than
we expected.

Group F Hybrid Images Visual Communication Design 2014

Research question
The data we gathered does not display a
convincing pattern related to saturation and
percept alternation distance, be it between- or
across-participant. We did however observe
that reliable, controllable hybrid images are
incredibly difficult to manufacture.

Eyesight
Individual variations in eyesight strongly
affected the percept alternation distance,
scattering the results. Some participants
could barely even see one of the two
percepts. Data could be much more
valuable if it accounted for these
deviances.

Percept shake
Some participants claimed to keep seeing one of
the two percepts regardless of distance, as soon
as they had acquired it. This inability to 'shake' a
percept could have been balanced out by
alternating between multiple images, but this
introduces new problems in terms of test length
and individual quality differences between
images.

Quality of the hybrid image
In hindsight it might have been too
challenging to use a hybrid image with
changing emotions. It required that
participants
interpret
the
facial
expression, as well as distinguish between
percepts. This might have affected the
reported alternation distances.

Implications for advertising
Marketeers require an enormous amount of
control over their message and the way it is
dispensed. In their current state hybrid images
simply appear too unstable to provide this kind
of control, especially if two very distinct
percepts are desired. If the need for hiding
percepts within each other is omitted there
might still be some applicability.

DISCUSSION
Testing time
CONCLUSION

Increasing the amount of participants
beyond ten would create a possibility to
test multiple images without elongating the
test and allow a more accurate mapping of
the effects of eye deficiencies.

Research recommendations
In order to investigate remaining potential, and
to solidify the theory on hybrid images in
general, we highly recommend investigating the
effects that any and all eyesight limitations could
have on percept alternation distance. Any future
research should be able to use this as a
foundation before continuing down different
avenues.
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image with an

Less is More

Alternative image
should be
perceirced as noise

Respecting the
gestalt rules
of perception

in attracting consumers. To make the poster

TRANSITION POINT

the transition point has to be determited.

both images of the hybrid image are readable in

colors,

more attractive, hybrid images will be applied. To make sure

of great

When designing advertisement, the color of the poster can be

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Preferably
symmetriacal
composition

DESIGN RULES

change happends around the transition point.

appears up close and the dog appears while watching from a distance. This

interpretation that changes with viewing distance. In this case the cat

high spatial frequencies of another image producing a

spatial scales. Combining the low-spatial frequencies of one image with the

Hybrid images are generated by super-imposing two images at two

THE MAKING OF...

high spatial
a second
r.

low-spatial
one image

VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
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The
SHARP DETAIL
scale is obtained by

GAUSSIAN BLUR The
scale is obtained by
r.

and how does it work?

A HYBRID IMAGE

What is...

x6
and join the test on a voluntary basis.

recruited at the Industrial Design Engineering faculty

knowledge on hybrid images. Participants will be

The participants, aged 19 to 25, have no previous

PARTICIPANTS

are used to keep the images as bright as

advertising
could be used to specify the

TRANSITION POINT

transition distance of an advertisement.

purposes. The use of a color

r, hybrid images can be adjusted for

With the knowledge of the

transition points for each color

images and the black and white image compared to the

RELEVANCE

original image.

the CMY

between the transition point of
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images.

The mean of the transition point for each image will be calculated and
compared to see whether there is a

transition distance when advertising with hybrid

has a

The procedure will be repeated for all
images, starting with the original image,
followed by the colored images and ending with
the black and white image. The order in which
the
colored hybrid images will be
shown is randomized.

Then we will ask the participants to start
looking at each hybrid image from 50 cm and
slowly move backwards until the second image
dominates the
This distance will be
measured.

The participants will be told the study aimes at
evaluating the transition point for each hybrid
image they will see.

We expect that each color

HYPOTHESIS

TRANSITION POINT

ANALYSIS

possible. The more you mix the colors, the more it will absorb light

therefore the printer’s CMY

version will be used as well. These images are printed on paper using ink,

namely cyan, magenta and yellow (CMY). Also, a black and white

One hybrid image will be developed with original colors next to three color

VARIABLES

x 10

METHOD

on the transition point of hybrid images

THE INFLUENCE OF COLOR

What is...

Black/White
image

Yellow
image

Magenta
image

Cyan
image

For each participant the
between the mean
transition points of the original image and the cyaan
transition point was calculated. This process was repeated for the magenta, yellow and black and white.

RESULTS

292

11/16 participants

374

11/16 participants

390

9/16 participants

370

13/16 participants

548

5/16 participants

67,13

82,63
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119,75

Black/White image

Yellow image

Magenta image

86,3

Cyan image Mean distance

508

557

7/16 participants

5/16 participants

513

3/16 participants

MEAN TRANSITION POINT
ORIGINAL IMAGE
472cm

between the original and colored hybrid images?

THE TRANSITION POINT DIFFERENCE
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image
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What is...
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BLACK WHITE

GREY

WHITE

method
In order to create a ‘moving’ hybrid image we will have to
take a look at three different aspects:
1) The blur/opacity ratio between the various images and the
amount of pictures possible in one hybrid image.
2) The variety between the combined images.
3) The influence of the spectators velocity towards the
hybrid image.

Research has been done about applying more than two images to
create a hybrid image (Majaj, 2004). This was done by combining
letters that look similar (D, E, F). But will it also work with
images that have more variety? By comparing multi-object hybrid
images with single-object images through interviewing
participants, we want to see what the boundaries of variation are
within a hybrid image.

NUMBER OF
POSSIBLE
FRAMES?

#
in order to find out the amount of pictures that would be possible in one hybrid image, we have to find out the
extremes of the ratio between the high and low frequencies. This needs to be tested by trial-and-error and can
be done without participants. this will provide us input that we can use for the other tests.

After finding out the technical aspects from the previous tests (the amount of pictures possible
as well as the allowable maximum differences between them that are necessary for creating ‘moving’
hybrid images) we can now focus on making the technique applicable in real life.
The goal of the final test is to find the optimum velocity of the viewer towards the hybrid image.
This velocity is optimal when the viewer experiences the transitions within the hybrid image as fluent.
The results will determine whether the technique could be applicable in advertising along the
highway or would be more appropriate for the side walk for example.
To test the optimal velocities, an approaching test between viewer and image will be simulated by
enlarging an image on a large screen at different speeds. A participant will see the images from a
fixed distance from the screen and will be subjected to ten different scaling speeds in which the
participant has to indicate when he/she sees all the pictures. After this test the test-group will
be divided into two separate groups that will have to judge which speed of animation they find the
most fluent while watching another hybrid picture sequence.

+

Notes research

Discussion
&

Conclusion

1

2

-the pre-knowledge with identifying letters might
have influenced our research because the
participants are exposed to pictures (letters)
that they are already familiar with.
-There is also a difference in results from the
two groups concerning preference in animation
fluency. This is probably caused by the fact that
the two groups begin judging with different
starting speeds.
-it must be noted that the speed measured in our
test is recorded in [%/s] and not in [m/s].
-Our test was performed without a pilot study.
Although this did not matter much for the end
results it has to be mentioned that the letter ‘o’
might have been a bit too dark during the test.

3

overall conclusion
The use of hybrid images for an animation is possible but does not work as well as we would have
hoped. The fact that we were able to combine only a maximum of three pictures makes it hard to
create the suggestion of a real animation. The contrast between two pictures is very high when
using gaussian blur and a high-pass filter but the contrast between the blurry pictures diminishes
when the amount of pictures is increased. the fact that also a limited range of differences between
the pictures is possible and that adding to the pictures is the only way of making a hybrid ‘animation’
provides a high threshold to making a moving hybrid image.

Although it is hard to make a good working
hybrid animation, the fact that it did work on
some of the participants gives it a certain
potential as a new way of showing moving
images and definitely makes it an interesting way
of displaying information.
And who knows, maybe in the future the world
will be filled with hybrid imagery...

7) The visual narrative
What is a good narrative? What is a narrative anyway? It is a
certain ordering of information that captures your attention. In
Colin Ware's words, it captures the cognitive thread. It starts
with a tiny seed of information supplied by the narrator (like
Inception!). At that moment things become tricky because the
listener starts to play with the seed, he starts to implicitly
formulate questions and a good narrator understands this
mental process of his listeners: he times and proportions his
information in such a way that the listener is both satisfied but
also hungry for more. But how does this process work visually?
Is there also an implicit process of question and answer?
In this assignment you will try to `measure' the narrative
qualities of images. There are two conditions that are worth
investigating: 1) use two images but shuffle the content, in such
a way that the relations get messed up and 2) use two similar
images with similar composition, but now manipulate the
color/DOF/etc to fine tune the information intake. How you
exactly measure narrative qualities of an image is almost a
challenge by itself, so you have to think about this also. For
example, you may want to log verbal descriptions of observers,
and analyse how consistent these descriptions are with respect
to the conditions.
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THE VISUAL NARRATIVE
Foveal system: 100% acuity
Faveal system for high quality
details

WHEN AN EYE IS FOCUSSING,
only a small percentage of the
total view of an eye is projected sharp on
the fovea. This is the only place where
100 % acuity is achieved. The rest of the
image perceived will be seen blurred. This
region of poor acuity is called the

When you are looking at a picture, the
very first moment, everything will appear
blurry. There is no focus yet. This is also
called the holistic impression. The
first impression will evolve from this
blurred vision. Immediately after this
moment a random focus will be
established and captured by the fovea.
After that another focus point will
be chosen, but not totally random. It is
most
chosen
based
in
the
outstanding detail of the image. This
cycle repeats itself. After a while the

brain will construct an image by
hand of all the focus points caught
by the fovea. The longer an image is
viewed, the larger the amount of focus
points. Thus, the more complete story will
be formed by the brain.

peripheral vision.

Peripheral system for general holistic impression of the situation
First overall impression
Poor aquity

Our hypothesis is that by weaken
the elements in a photo the visual
narrative
will
change
in
comparison to the visual narrative
of the original photo, while by
strenghten the elements in a
photo the visual narrative will be
close to the visual narrative.

METHOD

original
photo

STUDY 1//

control study , what narrative tells
this image and what elements
formulate the story?

STUDY 2//

is it possible to influence the narrative by
strengthen and weaken elements in the
photo?

5x 5x

1s what is the story in the image?
3s what is the story now?
7s what is the story now?
endless what is the story?
Find the elements that are responsible for
the visual narrative

STRENGTHEN the elements in the photo to
FORCE the narrative

+
3x 3x

1s
3s
7s
endless

WEAKEN the elements in the photo to
CHANGE the narrative

1s
3s
7s
endless

3x 3x

STUDY 1//
MEASURE

the visual narrative

RESULTS
order of elements in time

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

C
B
B
B
C

D
C
A
D
A

B
D
C
C
B

order of elements in time

A
A
D
A
D

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C
A
B

C
B
A
B
B

D
D
B
A
D

A
C
C
D
C

B
A
D
C
A

D

From the study it appeared that the four elements in the photo (A, B, C & D) are the the most decisive
for the actual story of the photo. The visual narrative order is shown on both sides of the photo. All
participants thought the photo was about the morning after-hangover after a big student party, or
students that are working hard on a deadline.

STUDY 2//

WEAKEN

STRENGTHEN

the visual narrative

the visual narrative

order of elements in time

order of elements in time

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B

A

D

C

B

A

D

C

B

C

D

A

C
B

A
C

B
A

D
D

C

B

D

A

By showing people the photo of the
strenghtend elements of the visual narrative,
it appeared that people really talked about
these elements. The story was guided by the
people in the images that are sleeping or
working. The details in the photo created
the story so it would propably be a photo
made after a student party.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A

C

A

D

C

A

B

D

C

D

B

A

A

C

B

D

A
A

D
B

B
C

C
D

By showing people the photo with the
weakened original visual narrative it
appeared that people still easily mention the
people sleeping or working. But they first
saw the guitars instead of the humans. The
first impression of the photo suggested a
diﬀerent story, but after seeing the photo for
a longer time the story became comparable
with the original photo.

DISCUSSION

It became clear that
the story of a photo changes in time. So, people need some time to
The visual narrative is measurable with the method that is used.

look at a photo in order to make the full story. However, this is just a matter of a couple of seconds. Thus,
the longer the brain can look at a picture, the more connections are made between all the diﬀerent
focus points.
The first impression of a photo is not determinative for the visual narrative of a photo, when people have
a longer time to look at it. When a person looks at a picture for a longer time the narrative will change

However in situations where a
person has only limited time to look at a picture it is
important to make the story clear from the start. The
because more details can be seen.

element that is the most important in the picture should be strengthened and seen as first, otherwise
the people looking at the picture will not understand the narrative right.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The experiment is done with only one photo. A diﬀerent kind of photo could provoke a diﬀerent result,
as a person’s attention is first drawn to a human face in a picture. What if the photo did not have any
humans in it?

IMPLICATIONS

pictures or advertisements in a magazine, while browsing

in the window, while shopping

roadside billboard, while driving
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Paintings sell for millions of euros.
Images are the things that captivate us,
make us wonder, make us dream. The
images we see have a impact on the way
we judge the world around us.

The narrative of an image plays a big role in this. We judge the news, not
on the background, which is given in words, but on the impression given
by one single image or video. This makes the image a very powerful
weapon in conveying a message, even so that can change the public
opinion. This makes it worth to investigate how the narrative of an image

“

The images we see
have an impact on
the way we judge the
world around us

“

Images can change
the public opinion

“

Today our life is overwhelmed
with visual impulses. We see
images everywhere, we look at
our phone, whatsapp with our
friends and chat on facebook.
The display is everywhere. So
how does the narrative of a
image work? How does an image

“

This means that our visual
perception is based on the
experiences we have had in our
life; we recognize existing
patterns faster than unknown
patterns. Because of that the
way we see the world is shaped
by how we live our lives.

HOW CAN SMALL CHANGES
WITHIN ONE PICTURE
INFLUENCE THE
PERCEPTION OF THE
NARRATIVE OF AN IMAGE?

How does an
image influence
our perception?

“

“

“

Visual perception is
based on our
experiences

“

“

It is the mind that sees,
and not the eye itself

“

They way we perceive visually is through the eyes and not with our eyes. The processing of
impulses caught by the eye in the fovea and the light sensitive layer around it happens in the
visual cortex. Different parts of the visual cortex focus on different ways of mapping the
impulses we receive through our eyes. We have different areas in the visual cortex, which
are specialized in recognizing different impulses like patterns, movement, color and light
intensity. These impulses together create the image we think we see. It is the mind that sees,
and not the eye itself. The eye is merely a messenger of visual stimuli.

“

Is what we see truly real?

“

According to Martin
Jay, already since
Plato the eye has
been seen as one of
the most noble of
our senses. The eye
was seen as the
only true objective
sense because if its
distance between
the observer and its
object.

RESEARCH SETUP

We chose a photo with a narrative quality. It is a photo about a
man in a ruined city, carrying a shark on his back. The original
picture is modified three times. Each edit has one element that
has been added. For instance, UN trucks are added to the
background. Together with the original picture we have a total
of four variations. Per picture there will be 5 participants. Each
participant will be handed over a word list with 16
emotion-related words to choose 5 words that fit their feelings

with the picture. Then the participants write a story about the
image of 100 words, preferably with the chosen words to
provide coherent data and let the participants reconsider the
chosen words. For this assignment there is no time limit. The
chosen words are data for a quantitative analysis which will
result in graphs of word use for each variation. Conclusions will
be drawn from the visualized results.
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DISCUSSION

“The situation was so
upsetting that he felt like he
had to stay alert for every
possibility”

FATIGUED

FATIGUED

UPSET

SAD
UPSET
TENSE

“It looks like it’s daily
practise to him, so he is
very calm and relaxed”

The validity of the findings is hard to assess because not all people wrote a real story. Some
wrote a description of the picture, one expressed his feelings about it and one asked a
question. Furthermore only 30 % of the participants used the 5 words they picked in the
story they wrote. A recommendation for further research would be to bring the experiment
more under control, but on the overall aspect it is very difficult to predict a hypothesis for
these kind of experiments.

“Nervously he walks around
the empty streets. There is a
tense atmosphere sensable”

FORM

“The atmosphere is sad,
the colours make me
upset”

VALIDITY

CALM

NERVOUS

HAPPY

TENSE

RATIVE
R
A
N
OF

OTHER
DESCRIPTION

In the end we can say that changing the narrative of an image by adding elements makes a difference,
especially if you change or make alterations near the main subject of the image. We had expected
that there would be a bigger difference in perception between the pictures. We also had expected that
the McDonalds sign would provoke a more positive judgment than it did.

REFLECTION ON RESEARCH QUESTION
We can say that alterations can indeed make a difference. Our results show that adding a child next to
the main character has an influence on the narrative of the story. The participants experienced more
positive emotions when viewing the picture with child when compared to the one without. The combination of figures, or “the family effect” seems to have a positive effect on the emotions of the participants as well. However, it is difficult to assess the validity of this result with the small sample size of
this study.
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VCD

DFI
They support two cognitive styles - Narrative
and Exploratory. The reader can quickly
grasp the overview, structural relationship
and the details of the information.

A Visual Narrative leads the user’s attention. The narrative is held together by
a cognitive thread- A sequence of concepts held in visual and verbal working
memory together with links between them.

overview
SINGLE FRAME

relationships
details

LEADING ATTENTION

SEQUENCE

CONCEPTS

LINKS
VS

MULTI - FRAME

NARRATIVE

framing

cartoons

learned symbols

sequencing

single frame
EXPLORATORY

1

Method

2

INTERVIEW

TESTING
2 samples shown for 2 minute each

Open ended questions are asked

3

4

POINTING

DISCUSSION

Participants point to elements

5 min

5 min

Participants discuss the samples

5 min

5 min
I remember this fish
because it’s in the sky

SINGLE FRAME

ABC

1

2
?

Participant A

shape

color

What do you
Remember?

story

association

MULTI - FRAME

1

?

why?

Researcher

The samples are presented again.
Participants point at elements that
caught their eye.

elements

2

Participant B

The participants are divided into
2 groups. One group is presented
with single frame narratives and
the other with multi-frame.

ABC

Participants recall “WHAT” they
remember (Content) and
“WHY” (Visual elements)

I remember this
because it has a
different color

One participant from each group
discusses what they remember
with each other.

Result
SINGLE FRAME

Soar, 2013
http://soappresentations.com/10-powerful-body-language-tips-for-y
our-next-presentation/by Joana Poças

CONTENT

TEXT
INFORMATION

MULTI - FRAME

Marina Vataj, 2013
http://www.winemag.com/Web-2013/The-Anatomy-of-Sangria/

GREEN
KIWI

BLUE

PREFERENCE

COLOR
ORANGE

ASSOCIATION

EXPERIENCE

FRUITS

2 COLUMNS

NUMBERS
MEASURMENT 10 PARTS

TOP

POSITION

GESTURING

NUMBERS

ORDER
RANDOM
TITLE

CLOCKWISE

LONG
BIGGER
BUDDHA

SIZE
CLOWN

BACKGROUND COLOR

CONTRAST
BIGGER

ABSTRACT

ICONS

BUTTERFLIES

Discussion
Colour Real world colours act as a cue to

remember objects. Dual colour graphics
are better for perceiving overall
structure

SINGLE FRAME

EXPLORATORY

Participants observed the
sample with an
exploratory cognitive
style. They found their
own starting point and
order of viewing. They
recalled structure and
relationships.
Global

?

People remember what
they have prior
association with and
unusual and contrary
information to what
they know.

to detail

Unusual
frame

MULTI - FRAME

NARRATIVE

Personal
experience

People remember
the part that is
not uniform.

Position
& attention

Participants observed
the sample with a
narrative cognitive style.
They followed the
prescribed order, step by
step. They recalled
details and text.

People remember
information that is
positioned at the top
better than what is placed
at the bottom.

Step by step

Group M:
Alannah Douza
Ana Luisa Peres Borba Marques da Silva
Yi-An Lai
Hitomi Kitajima
Kalliopi Savvaki

Recommendations

USE INFORMATION THAT READERS

USE REAL WORLD COLOURS TO DRAW

PLACE THE MOST IMPORTANT

CAN RELATE TO AND UNUSUAL

ATTENTION TO DETAIL OR LIMITED

INFORMATION AT THE TOP OR CENTRE

INFORMATION TO AID RECALL

COLOUR TO CONVEY STRUCTURE

AND MAKE IT LOOK DIFFERENT FROM
THE OTHER PARTS
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O

nce upon a time in a university not so far
away…
Team O

In the design discipline there are no methods described yet, which
could give information about the quality of visual narratives. So
how do we measure and compare the quality of visual narratives?

Louise, Rozemarijn, Rikako,
Felix & Fabian in…

?

A

?

SSUMPTION: We assume that the quality of narrative
visuals can be measured by counting the number of words
it takes to tell the story conveyed in the image.

BLA

P

ROBLEM DEFINITION: The visual narrative is a powerful
method of conveying information, ideas and cultural
wisdom by visuals, rather than text.

E

XPERIMENT: The visuals used in the experiment were
assumed to vary in the visual narrative.

X

x

A

NALYSIS: First, we made a ranking of the visuals based on
the average of the participants’ ratings.

The second step was to count the words every participant
used to describe each image. After this, the average amount of
words was calculated for each visual, in order to put them into
further relation with the participants‘ ranking, testing if our
hypothesis was true.

analyst

The test was done with six participants. First the participants were
asked to describe the story they saw in the picture

1
2
3
4

participant

6x

eight different
images

6x

A

survey

their story
analyst

Afterwards the participants evaluated the eight pictures based on
the quality of the visual narrative.

6x

recorded
files

participant

6x

1
2
3
4

overview of the
eight different
images

survey

6x

R

N

ARRATIVE QUALITY & THE NUMBER OF WORDS IN
STORYTELLING: This chart shows the participants‘ ranking
of the narrative visuals in relation to the average amount
of words used to describe the story in the images.

ESULTS: On this page the pictures used in the experiment
are arranged as the participants rated them. The number
of words each participant used to describe the pictures is
represented with a gradient. The darker the gradient, the more
words the user used to describe the picture.

ranking

O
ranking

amount of words

45

#1

verview: Each Participants Story for Every Image

#2
#3

each participants story for each image

A

B

C

31

D

E

43

33

#4

F

#5

#1

44

30

47

#6

#2

#7

#3

#8

13

#4
#5

T

#6
#7

here seems to be no correlation between the quality of the
visual narrative and the number of words being told, which
means our hypothesis is not true.
BLA

#8

less words

more words

D
C

3
4
5
5
6
7

I

a

orrelation between numbers of elements and numbers
of words:
1

18

S

OME REMARKS: Limitations of our method and potential improvements.

#

ISCUSSION: Even though the hypothesis was not confirmed
something else was found: there seems to be a correlation
between the number of elements in the picture and the
number of words participants used to tell the story about the same
picture.

b

?

13
30
33
31
43
44
45
47

t seems logical that more elements make a longer, but not
necessarily a better story. This was also a challenge in the test
setup: It was hard for the participants to distinguish between
telling the content and the story conveyed in the image.

Language

Creativity

Emotion

Two users did the study in
their native language. The
rest did it in English; their
second language. This can
have influenced the amount
of words the participants
used.

The ideas and amount of
ideas people came up with
differs per person and depends on their creativity.

The ideas and amount of
ideas people come up with
diverse per person and depends on their emotion.

And they all researched happily ever after.

8) Creative Sketching
Design thinking cannot do without sketching. Unlike Mozart,
who supposedly got all the notes of his symphonies in his head
and merely had to get them on paper, the designer thinks
iteratively: he externalises a mental idea on paper for
reinterpretation. When I did my PhD work on tactile
perception I found something highly related to this idea.
Blindfolded observers had to touch a tactile (embossed lines)
drawing and try to recognise it. If they could not do so, I
removed the stimulus, let them remove the blindfold and gave
them pen and paper. After they sketched what they had in their
mind, about 1/3rd of the observers suddenly recognised their
own drawing!
Here, you will investigate this loop by letting observers verbally
describe a scene, without the use of object names (e.g. face,
car, building). This completely visual description, stripped from
any semantics, should be used for interpretation by two types
of observers: those that only use their mental imagery and
those that are allowed to sketch.
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Thinking through sketching
“Visual imagery is based on the internalized activities of seeing.”
-N.J.T. Thomas

Introduction
Constructive perception is a
metacognitive skill for coordinating
perception & conception.

“Mental imagery is constructed
using the same neurological
apparatus responsible for normal
seeing. Spatial visual maps represent the visual field in various
areas of the visual cortex.”
- Stephen Kosslyn (1980s)

2
1

Perceptual Ability:
Generating new
interpretations of
ambiguous sketches.

Edges have a critical
importance during
visual processing

Lines represent many
different things

An IDEA leads to visual thinking
Different situations & fields of expertise

Conceptual Ability:
Molding the new
configuration to some
use/functional goal.

Mental imagery is an
internalized active
process. It requires the
same cognitive activities
as normal seeing.

Diagrams are ideas made concrete.
Basic concepts turn into concept
structures by combining words with
forms and lines.

4

VISUAL CONCEPT
mental Imagery

3

EXTERNALISATION
Scribbles & Diagrams

THE CREATIVE PROCESS (OF DESIGNERS)

Visual skill development happens from a high
level effortful cognition (non-expert/beginner)
to a low level automatic processing (expert)
over time.

Visual brainstorming
works by adding slight different
features to create other images.
It is a deliberately random process.

CONSTRUCTIVE & PERCEPTUAL CRITIQUE
Requirements , early design, creative loop

Organization of ideas/abstract concepts

5

CONSOLIDATION & EXTENSION
Metaseeing with design prototypes
Visual skill development

Arrows have little resemblance to what they actually represent. They are a
pattern of finding mechanism combined with abstract meaning.

2

Test Set-Up

Hypothesis: Designers are better visual thinkers than non-designers.
Method
Requirements

Participants

timer - to measure time the participants take to come up with
what the described image is

Test Drawings

10 designers
10 non-designers

Steps of drawing descriptions:
1

2

4

5

Assumed
difficulty:

blindfold - the partipants must
wear a blindfold during the first
part of the test - their mental
imagery shouldn’t be corrupted
by things they actually see

house

pencil & paper- the tester must
note the results and the participants need pencil and paper for
the second part of the test to
draw what is being described to
them
recorder - the same recordings
of the image’s descriptions will
be played to the participants

3

mushroom

racket traffic light

cat

Designers VS. Non-Designers

rocket

t-shirt

boat

Mush

room!

The hypothesis is, that if the participants draw
what is being described, they will understand
the visual image and guess what it is. Designers
will be better than non-designers.

3

1

Observer/Tester

Participant

A. Recordings for the description of B. After the recording is played the
participants have 30 seconds to
the different things are played in
process the information
a random order per participants

C. The participants have to imagine
the picture and say what it is if
they have an idea.

2

Participant

D. If the participants did not guess the
picture, they have to retrieve the
description from memory an draw
it on paper, they have 2 minutes
to do this.

fir tree

video camera

Results test
Designers: 35 times
the figure was
guessed right during
or after imagining the
image.

Results

38 36

36 35

Designers: 36 times
the figure was not
guessed after thinking and drawing.

29

26

No idea of figure
after drawing

Non

Designer

Designers
Non-Designers
Number of participants
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No idea of figure

Non-Designers: 38
times the figure was
not guessed after
thinking and drawing.
Non-Designers: 26
times the figure was
guessed right after
drawing the image.

Designers: 29
times the figure was
guessed right after
drawing the image.

Drawings made by
the participants

Non-Designers: 36
times the figure was
guessed right during
or after imagining the
image.

Designer

Designers

64

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

N

D

62

N

No idea of figure
after thinking

Assumed
difficulty

Non-Designers

+
Thinking

Drawing

Discussion

Conclusion and Tips for Next Test
Discussion &
Conclusion

Reflection Images
Complex descriptions make
missing one element in the
description less crucial than
missing an element in simple
descriptions. This was the
case for visualizing the boat
and cat.
The non-designers find it hard
to change the proportion
of the imagined shape during the test. We think this is
caused by the confidence of
designers when drawing.
Further research is necessary.
The visualization of an object
must be familiar with the participant to have a succesful
test. The visualization to represent the rocket was unclear
eventhoug it was drawn correctly and therefore useless.

5

It is important to have a clear
order of the elements of the
image in the discription. In
our test the description of
the house was not clear and
therefore is caused confusing.

Tips for Next Tests
Lower the speed of talking to
Compare two clearly
able the participant to visualize
different groups. Use less
every described step.
variety in each group. Eg. only
alpha vs. design students.

Conclusion
The two steps clearly show that mental
imagery requires the same cognitive a
ctivities as normal seeing, as both groups
designers and non-designers have almost
the same results for step one.
For step two the difference between
designers and non-designers was there,
as designers have a slightly higher score
in recognizing their own sketches.
Proving that they can apply their mental
images in a better cognitive way.

Trial for every participant to
warm-up and get familiar with
the test.
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Yangzi Han
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thinking through sketching

THE CREATIVE DESIGN LOOP

mental images
Visual imagery is based on
the same cognitive
activities as normal seeing.

No significant drawing skills
are needed, the difficulty is
to visually analyze the
sketch.

Model adapted from the research conducted by Masaki Suwa from the Hitachi Research
Laboratory in Janpan and Barbara Tversky of Standford University in 2003.

eye movement

line interpretation

Eye movements occur
when people are “watching”
mental images in their head.

A LOOSE SCRIBBLE ON PAPER
A loose scribble is drawn on paper to externalize the vague mental image formed in the
brain. Lines can be used and understood in
many different ways because of the flexible
interpretive pattern-finding capability of the
visual system.

coin
hole

ball
circle
ring

CHANGE OR ADD
ELEMENTS TO SKETCH
A VAGUE CONCEPT

Lines are added to elaborate or
consolidate the design. Other lines
may be removed.

This is the starting point of every
design process. The visual
concept is formed in the brain.
The initial concept might be still
abstract and not graphical yet.

VISUALLY SCAN AND
MENTALLY PROJECT ADDITIONS
In this stage the loose scribble is critically looked
at and because of the skill of interpreting lines in
different ways, new ideas can be projected on
the partially completed scribble. It is mental
brainstorming.

GROUP P

visual working memory
Visual working memory
works as an impermanent
high-speed sketch-pad

Owen Thijssen
Yanzhi Han
Karen Thomson
Emma Kropman
Maarten den Breijen

adding meaning
Minimal additions can turn
random sketches into
something beautiful

sleeping skills

speed

Sketching skills become
more automatic when there
is a period of sleep
between each practise

research question

WHAT HAPPENS IF WE TAKE OUT SKETCHING FROM THE CREATIVE LOOP?

One of the most important
aspects of a sketch is the
speed with which it can be
produced.

DOES SKETCHING MAKE THE RECOGNITION OF MENTAL IMAGES EASIER?
This research will investigate the difference between recognizing abstract descriptions of
simple images (i.e.: boat, hammer, umbrella) between one group that has the possibility to
sketch after listening(right) and another group that is limited to only using their visual
imagery. At the end both groups are asked to describe what they think was cryptically
described.

experiment 1

Suwa & Tversky (2003) consider sketching to be fundamental to the design process.
The assumption is that the group allowed to sketch will understand the image easier, since they receive
external input from their scribble.

experiment 2

VISUAL IMAGERY

CONSTRUCTIVE PERCEPTION
Participant B

Participant A
5 TBM

5 TBM

5 IDE

5 IDE

What happens if we
take out
the sketching?

1.
Is there a difference in
the recognition of
mental images
between designers
and business people?

.
.
.
.

1.

Draw conclusions
after experiment.

2.

2.
The first group is only allowed to use their imagination after
listening to the description. If they fail to guess, sketching is
allowed.

The second group is allowed to sketch after listening
to the description.

HYPOTHESIS

PARTICIPANTS
IDE student

TPM student

PARTICIPANT A

PARTICIPANT B

RESULTS
IDE VS TPM STUDENTS

IMAGINING VS SKETCHING

average time (s)

39
23

IDE STUDENT

46
33

TPM STUDENT

116

33

23

ice cream

average time(s)

windmill

cup
41
22

ice cream

IDE student

TPM student

34

29

25

windmill

imagining

cup

sketching

In sequence of difficulty of drawing the
pictures, from simple to more complicated,
you can see that the amount of time it took
for participant to imagine pictures is significantly increasing. For sketching this wasn’t
the case. One thing that comes forward is
that imagining the most simplistic picture is
quicker than sketching it. But once the
pictures get more complicated, sketching
wins over imagining.

From the graph it seems like TPM students are
quicker than IDE students, on average. Nevertheless this is without taking into account the
fact that not all the students guessed the right
picture from imagining and sketching.
If we do take this into account, the outcome is
signifficantly different.

OVERALL COMPARISON

557

average time (s)

128

33

ice cream

windmill

IDE student

36

24

32

20

43

200

33

116

138

62
33

23

cup

It is a comparison of guessed and not guessed student between IDE students and TPM students. It
is also a comparison between sketching group and imagining group. Blue stands for sketching
group, orange stands for imagining group. The person who is semi-transparent means he/she did
not guess the image.

TPM student
sketching

imagining

26

36

28

DISCUSSION
PUTTING THE RESULTS IN A FRAMEWORK
The framework created from the data suggests that the most appropriate method depends on the complexity of the image and the visual
skills of the person. TPM students are less likely to be skilled in visual
thinking and therefor need sketching sooner than IDE students, with
increasing complexity, in order to guess the image correctly.

creative sketching

IDE STUDENTS ARE SET MORE VISUALLY
Difficult descriptions of more complex images were
guessed most often by Ithe group of IDE students that had
to sketch.

TPM STUDENTS

This might be due to the fact that IDE students are more
familiarized with sketching, and are set to work visually.
Sketching helps them in understanding complex
information.

IDE STUDENTS

simple

complex

IMAGINING SIMPLE IMAGES GOES FASTER

?

IMAGINING COMPLEX IMAGES IS DIFFICULT

10 out of 10 of the students guessed the ice cream while sketching. 7/10 guessed the
icre cream while imagining. This way sketching seems to be better tool to guess. However the average time it took to guess with imagining was shorter (more efficient) .

mental imagery

None of the imagining IDE or TPM students guessed the most
complex image: the coffee cup.
This might be due to the fact that the coffee cup consisted of
to many elements and that the describtion of the arrangement
of these elements was more complex.

It seems that imagining a easy description is more efficient, but sketching more effective.
This can be explained by the fact that drawing takes time and more attention is paid to
the drawing than the thinking.

INTERPRETATIONS OF THE RESULTS IN A WIDER CONTEXT

DRAWING IN LECTURE
Drawing while giving and receiving complex
information during a lecture will help IDE
students understand the material easier.

COMMON UNDERSTANDING
IDE students could help visualize complex
information in multidisciplinary teams. They
can help put ideas that people have in their
heads on paper and help create a discussion
and common understanding.

assignment 8: Creative Sketching
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Research question

Is there a difference between the mental image created by haptic and
verbal input?

Primary cortexes
Touch
Audio
Visual

Difference
Right brain

Left brain

Auditory & haptic processing

The somatic sensory system can be split in four parts: touch, thermal sensation, proprioception (mechanical displacement of the skin) and pain. When focussing on one of
these sensory inputs the processing is serial. When combined with hand movements the
process allows parallel processing of information. The auditory system can distinguish
pitch, loudness, timbre and spatial location of sounds. If one focusses on the meaning
of sounds or words the description there is parallel processing (since different inputs
can be combined).
The picture shows where the sensory inputs from touch, the auditory and visual system
are first processed. The auditory pathway shows similarities to the visual pathways after
sensory transduction.

Body
External

i

The image is created in the left hemisphere of the brain. But the meaning is attached to it at the right side of the brain. The ‘raw’ input gets
into the brain through the body.

Hypothesis

Mental images created by haptic
and those created by verbal input,
might not be the same but can be
assessed in the same way since
both are incomplete. The difference
lies in the way the two images are
created, the verbal image is created
from defined shapes. The haptic
image comes from semi-random
fragments.

Multisensory input

With the rise of sensors and actuators in handheld devices possibilities for multisensory
communication grows. Communication through one sensory channel can overload
humans faster than through multisensory input. Humans are well equipped to combine
information from different sensors. Communicating information through multiple sensors can therefor be an effective means for getting across more information without
increasing the cognitive load. It is therefore of interesting to look at how auditory input
differs from haptic input for object recognition. Knowledge on which of the two can lead
to easier object recognition is important for future design of multisensory communicating devices.
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Visual
Communication
Design

Method

Participants will be observed while performing three different tasks

Tactile

Sketching

Verbal

/

Serves as distraction
between two tasks

from: Wijntjes, et al. 2008

Stimuli

The stimulus is removed and the participant is asked what the object is. He might not have
recognized the object.

The figure as an
embossed glue line

A verbal description of
the figure in symbols

Tactile

Verbal

Participant who is unsure about the
object is asked to draw the described
figure on paper.

Meaning
Participant will
put meaning to it.

Input

Analysis

Analysis consists out of both
quantatative- & qualitative data.

Results
9 students from the Faculty of
Industrial Design Engineering
1 student from the Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering
5 students from the Faculty of
Technology, Policy and
Management

Haptic

Correlation

28%
62%
28% II
I

42%

I

Recognition of images

38%
37%

85%

No correlation

II 25%

40% | No recognition
No recognition | 60%

I

II

14%

38%

14%

All figures

II

Recognition
II
after sketching | 11%
Verbal

Immediate
I
recognition | 29%

Ha
l
p ti
rba
in p c V e ut
ut
in p

I

29% | Recognition
after sketching

31% | Immediate
recognition

Recognition skills per person
Mental image created from verbal input

50%
II 57%

50%

I

I

29%

12%
II 13%

71%

I 75%

High
29%
Legend

II

75%

Mental image created from haptic input

High

Self-indicated ability
to create mental image

Measured
recognition skills

71%

Color indicates
profession

25%

I

II 14%

I

14%
42%

50%

II 29%
50%

I

I

29%

Mental images created by haptic input and verbal input can be assessed in the same way.
False, due to a lack of correlation between those variables

Mental image ability

The positive correlation for recognition and mental image ability, shows that when people
are bad in interpreting a mental image, they find it more difficult to form a mental image.
Concluding, the difficulty lies in processing the information in the brain.

Distinctive input

Besides, images that are easy to recognise with haptic input are difficult to interpret with verbal
input and vice versa. Concluding, haptic and verbal input are too distinctive and cannot be
compared.

Conclusion

The mental image is processed differently for haptic input and verbal input in the brain.
Thus in this study these two variables cannot be compared. To understand these specific
differences, neuroscience research should be conducted.

Relevance
Within technology, devices expose people to a lot of information. This information should be
multi-sensory for an optimal information intake. However this study shows that different
sensory modalities, work differently in the brain, when creating mental images. This should
be taken into account, when designing a product that uses different sensory modalities.
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Hypothesis

assignment 8: Creative Sketching
Wout Kommer
Beatrice Chichiarelli
Arie de Kam
Theo Enzing
Laura Rodriguez Romero

What do we know?
CREATIVE
SKETCHING

MENTAL IMAGERY
“No, it works just like
processing external
imagery!”

“Mental Imagery
is purely symbolic
and non-spacial!”

Zenon Pylyshyn

GROUP
X

Stephen Kosslyn
“I think it’s more like
a constructive mental process”

N.J.T. Thomas

The issue
‘IMAGINE SOMEONE DESCRIBING
AN OBJECT WITHOUT THE USE
OF MEANINGFUL WORDS. WILL
YOUR MENTAL IMAGERY DO THE
TRICK TO RECOGNIZE IT? OR IS IT
BETTER TO START SKETCHING?,

“IT IS A SQUARE WITH A
TRIANGLE ON TOP”

?

SKETCHING
“Sketching is a constructive
act, it can facilitate constructive
perception. Sort of a thinking tool.”

M. Suma & B. Tversky
MENTAL IMAGERY
VS SKETCHING
‘A similar study in recognizing haptic (touch) images
has shown improvements in recollection of about 30%
by the group that was allowed to sketch,

Seeing something we
sketched can trigger
implicit memory more
easily.

C. Ware

POSTER 1//GROUP X

Method
TEST
RESEARCH
QUESTION
//?

TARGET
GROUPS
//

‘How much does it help the
mind to sketch in order to
interpret a description of
an object without the use
of seman,

2 groups of
non-designers*.

ABSTRACTIONS

A square with a triangle on top.
2 USERS GROUP
OF NON-DESIGNERS
GROUP 1
SKETCHES

GROUP 2
DOES NOT SKETCH

* People wtih little drawing experience

PILOT
//

TEST
//

To test whether the
abstractions we use
are universal enough.

‘The participant listen to an
audio track that describes
the abstraction.
A stopwatch measures how
long it takes to find the answer,

BLA
BLA BLA

A rectangle with a trapezium on top with
the long edge attached to the rectangle.
There are two circles underneath the
rectangle on each end.

SAME AUDIO
DESCRIPTION FOR
ACCURATE TIMING

No recognition?
Sketch!

Two triangles with their backs against each
other. Underneath there is a trapezium
with the long edge on top.

THE RESULTS CAN SHOW US
HOW MUCH SKETCHING CAN HELP
OUR MIND.

POSTER 2//GROUP X

Results
WHO’S BETTER?

SKETCHERS VS THINKERS
The graph below shows the results of our test.
Note that some shapes don’t have 3 times recorded,
this is because a fail to recognize results in no time.

‘It became clear that the sketchers had a better understanding of
the objects than the participants thatcould just use their mind. The
sketchers guessed 48.6% ofthe symbols correctly, whereas the
thinkers only recognized 19.3% of the symbols,

Thinkers

149
131

Thinkers
Amount

Succes
Fail

Fail
Succes

Sketch

92
80

Sketchers

79
70

Sketchers
Amount

Succes
Fail

60
57
56
50
48

SKETCHERS - FAIL
THINKERS - FAIL
SKETCHERS - SUCCESS
THINKERS - SUCCESS
THINKERS - SUCCESS AFTER SKETCHING

TIME

42
38
36
35
34
32
31
24
21

Sketchers

20
19

5

17
16
13

5
Thinkers

11
5

5

4

1
4

3

4
2

SUITCASE

MUSIC NOTE

MUG

1

1
5

3
1

FISH

4

4
1

CLOCK

1

1
5

3

2
3

3
1

3

5

2

2

2

1

2

33

ICE CREAM

ROCKET

SAILBOAT

TRACTOR

5

4

3

2
21

CAR

CROWN

5

4

5

5

1

FLOWER

PIG

4

3
12

MOBILE PHONE
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Discussion
RECOGNIZABILITY

“WOW, I HAD THIS EXACT IMAGE IN MY
MIND!YET I DIDN’T RECOGNIZE IT,
AND NOW THAT I SKETCHED IT I SUDDENLY DO!

7

CIRCLES

5

‘The universal recognizability may also have played a role.
In order to recognize the music note for instance, it greatly
helps to have a musical background. Interestingly enough
the first things that kids start to draw (house,flower,car,
animal face) were very well recognized be sketchers as well
as the mental imagery group,

TIME RESULTS
Because we had 14 different shapes, and 5 participants per group,
the outliers significantly influenced the average time shape.
In order to take time as the main measure, we should have
taken 50 people to recognize 3 different shapes.
Now however we have very interesting data on 140
attemps to recognize a shape devided over 14 shapes so we can
also look at the different shapes and their recognizability,

In order to check if our descriptions came across correctly, we superimposed
every sketch for these our shapes. The shapes that were based on circles (pig
and flower) looked very similar, whereas the tractor and the sailboat show
some significant variation.

Unrecognizable
PIG

FLOWER

TRACTOR

Recognizable

SAILBOAT

LEARNING EFFECT
The rates on the right show a clear increase in recognition, this could be
the learning effect, or the shapes that we thought were increasingly difficult
turn out to be increasingly easy, or a combination of the two.

0%

20%

40%

90%

90%

90%

60%

80%

100%

60%

90%

100%
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WOUT BEATRICE
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90%
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